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Abstract. We describe some new, simple and apparently general methods for designing FPT algorithms, and illustrate how these can be used to
obtain a signiﬁcantly improved FPT algorithm for the Maximum Leaf
Spanning Tree problem. Furthermore, we sketch how the methods can
be applied to a number of other well-known problems, including the parametric dual of Dominating Set (also known as Nonblocker), Matrix Domination, Edge Dominating Set, and Feedback Vertex
Set for Undirected Graphs. The main payoﬀs of these new methods
are in improved functions f (k) in the FPT running times, and in general
systematic approaches that seem to apply to a wide variety of problems.

1

Introduction

The investigations on which we report here are carried out in the framework
of parameterized complexity, so we will begin by making a few general remarks
about this context of our research. The subject is concretely motivated by an
abundance of natural examples of two diﬀerent kinds of complexity behaviour.
These include the well-known problems Min Cut Linear Arrangement,
Bandwidth, Vertex Cover, and Minimum Dominating Set (for deﬁnitions the reader may refer to [GJ79]).
All four of these problems are NP-complete, an outcome that is now so routine that we are almost never surprised. In the classical complexity framework
that pits polynomial-time solvability against the ubiquitous phenomena of NPhardness, they are therefore indistinguishable. All four of these decision problems
take as input a pair consisting of a graph G and a positive integer k. The positive
integer k is the natural parameter for all four problems, although one might also
wish to consider eventually other problem parameterizations, such as treewidth.
We have the following contrasting facts:
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1. Min Cut Linear Arrangement and Vertex Cover are solvable in linear time for any ﬁxed k.
2. The best known algorithms for Bandwidth and Minimum Dominating
Set are respectively O(nk ) and O(nk+1 ).
In fact, we now have very strong evidence, in the framework of parameterized
complexity, that probably Bandwidth and Minimum Dominating Set do not
admit algorithms of the qualitative type that Min Cut Linear Arrangement
and Vertex Cover have.
1.1

What Is the Nature of This Evidence?

We oﬀer a new view of the study of computability and of its sequel concerns
with eﬃcient computability. We motivate how this naturally divides into three
main zones of discussion, anchored by variations on the Halting Problem.
In the ﬁrst zone, we have the unsolvability of the Halting Problem, the unsolvability of other problems following by recursive reductions, and Gödel’s Theorem
as a corollary.
In the second zone, we have “classical complexity” where the reference problem is the Halting Problem for Nondeterministic P-time Turing Machines. This problem is trivially NP-complete and essentially deﬁnes the class
NP. Another way to look at this problem is as a generic embodiment of computation that is potentially exponential. If at each nondeterministic step there
were two possible choices of transition, then it is a reasonable conjecture that,
in general, we will not be able to analyze Turing machines of size n for the
possibility of halting in n steps in much less than the O(2n ) time.1
The third zone of negotiation with intractability is anchored by the k-step
Halting Problem for Nondeterministic Turing Machines (k-NDTM),
where in this case we mean Turing machines with an unrestricted alphabet size,
and with unrestricted nondeterminism at each step. This is a generic embodiment of nk computational complexity. For the same reasons as in the second
zone of negotiation, we would not expect any method of solving this problem
that greatly improves on exhaustively exploring the n-branching depth-k tree of
possible computation paths (for a Turing machine of size n).
This leads to the following three basic deﬁnitions of the parameterized complexity framework.
Definition 1. A parameterized language is a subset L ⊆ Σ ∗ × Σ ∗ . For notational convenience, and without any loss of generality, we can also consider that
L ⊆ Σ ∗ × IN .
1

It would take O(2n ) time to exhaustively explore the possible computation paths
— because nondeterministic Turing machines are so unstructured and opaque, i.e.,
such a generic embodiment of exponential possibility.
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Definition 2. A parameterized language L is fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) if
there is an algorithm to determine if (x, k) ∈ L in time f (k) + nc where |x| = n,
c is a constant, and f is a function (unrestricted).
Definition 3. A parameterized language L is many:1 parametrically reducible
to a parameterized language L if there is an FPT algorithm that transforms
(x, k) into (x , k  ) so that:
1. (x, k) ∈ L if and only if (x , k  ) ∈ L , and
2. k  ≤ g(k) (where g is an unrestricted function; k  is purely a function of k)
The analog of NP in the third zone of dicussion is the parameterized complexity
class W [1] [DF95b]. That the k-NDTM problem is complete for W [1] was proven
by Cai, Chen, Downey and Fellows in [CCDF97]. Since Bandwidth and Dominating Set are hard for W [1], we thus have strong natural evidence that they
are not ﬁxed-parameter tractable, as Vertex Cover and Min Cut Linear
Arrangement are.2
1.2

What Is the Current Status of This “Third Zone” of Discussion?

As an example of how useful FPT algorithms can be, we know that Vertex
Cover can be solved (after several rounds of improvement) in time O((1.27)k +
n) for graphs of size n [CKJ99]. The problem is thus well-solved for k ≤ 100 analytically. In practice, this worst-case analytical bound appears to be pessimistic.
The current best FPT algorithms for this problem (which deliver an optimal
solution if they terminate) appear to have completely solved the problem for
input graphs in toto, so long as the parameter value is k ≤ 200. These new eﬀective algorithms for small ranges of k have applications in computational biology
[Ste99].
Another promissing result is the ﬁxed-parameter-tractable algorithm for 3Hitting-Set presented in [NR00b]. The running time is O(2.270k + n) where
k is the size of the hitting set to determine and n denotes the length of the
encoding of the input. As Vertex Cover 3-Hitting Set has applications in
computational biology.
The Biologist, knowing a bit about algorithms, asks for an algorithm that is
“like sorting”, i.e., a polynomial-time algorithm for her problem. Working with
an NP-hard problem, if the ﬁxed-parameter for the problem to solve is rather
small (e.g., Protein Folding involves as the (natural) parameter the number
2

Further background on parameterized complexity can be found in [DF98]. We remark in passing that if the fundamental mission of theoretical computer science is
conceived of as empirical and explanatory, like theoretical physics, then a two- (or
more-) dimensional theoretical framework might well be more suitable than the onedimensional framework inherited from recursion theory, to the task of explaining
the crucial diﬀerences in intrinsic problem complexity encountered in natural computational practice, even if the explanatory framework involves phenomenologically
“unequal” dimensions — a situation frequently encountered in physics.
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of adjacencies between hydrophobic constituents of the protein sequence, that
is the parameter is less than 100 for interesting applications) the knowledgeable
biologist will henceforth ask, “Can I get an algorithm like Vertex Cover?”
There is no way to answer this question without taking the discussion into the
third natural zone.
We remark, that the parameterize complexity of Protein Folding as well as
Toplogical Containment for Graphs and Directed Feedback Vertex Set is
still open. All three problems are conjectured to be in FPT. For NP-completeness
of Protein Folding and Toplogical Containment for Graphs we refer
to [CGPPY98, BL98] and [DF98], respectively. NP-completeness of Directed
Feedback Vertex Set is shown in [GJ79].
1.3

The Substantial Open Question About Parameterized
Complexity

Despite the fact that logically, in some sense, NP-completeness can now reasonably be considered a rather unimportant issue for problems that are, when
naturally parameterized, ﬁxed-parameter tractable, and for which the main applications are covered by small or moderate parameter ranges. From a practical
point of view there is still an important unresolved question that motivates our
work in this paper:
What are typical functions f (k) for problems in FPT?
We make two contributions.
– We substantially improve the best known FPT algorithm for the Max Leaf
Spanning Tree problem. The best previous algorithm due to Downey and
Fellows in [DF95a, DF98] has a running time of O(n+(2k)4k ). Our algorithm
runs in time O(n + (k + 1)(14.23)k ). In the concluding section we discuss the
ﬁne-grained signiﬁcance of this improvement.
– We introduce new methods that appear to be widely useful in designing
improved FPT algorithms. The ﬁrst new method is that of coordinatized
kernelization arguments for establishing problem kernelizations. The second
new method, catalytic reduction, employs a small amount of partial information about potential solutions to guide the eﬃcient development of a search
tree.

2

Prototype: An Improved FPT Algorithm for the Max
Leaf Spanning Tree Problem

The history of the problem and some recent complexity developments can be
found in [D74, GJ79, GMM94, GMM97, LR98]. An interesting application of
the problem is described in [KKRUW95]. The ﬂagship problem for the new
techniques we introduce here is deﬁned as follows.
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Max Leaf Spanning Tree
Input: A graph G and a positive integer k.
Parameter: k
Question: Does G have a spanning tree with at least k leaves?
One of the remarkably nice properties of FPT is that the following is an equivalent deﬁnition of the tractable class of parameterized problems [DFS99].
Definition 4. A parameterized language L is in FPT if and only if there is:
1. A function g(k).
2. A 2-variable polynomial q(n, k).
3. A many:1 parametric reduction Φ of L to itself, requiring time at most
q(n, k), that transforms an instance (x, k), where |x| = n, to an instance
(x , k  ) with |x | ≤ g(k) and k  ≤ k, so that (x, k) ∈ L if and only if
(x , k  ) ∈ L.
In other words, a problem with parameter k is in FPT if and only if an input to
the problem can be reduced in ordinary polynomial time to an equivalent input
whose size is bounded by a function (only) of the parameter. For most problems
in FPT, moreover, a natural set of reduction rules are known that accomplish
the transformation Φ by a series of “local simpliﬁcations”. This process is termed
kernelization in the terminology of [DF95a]3 and, currently, the main practical
methods of FPT-algorithm design are based on kernelization and the method of
bounded search trees.
The idea of kernelization is relatively simple and can be quickly illustrated
for the Vertex Cover problem. If the instance is (G, k) and G has a pendant
vertex v of degree 1 connected to the vertex u, then it would be silly to include
v in any solution (it would be better, and equally necessary, to include u), so
(G, k) can be reduced to (G , k − 1), where G is obtained from G by deleting
u and v. Some more complicated and much less obvious reduction rules for the
Vertex Cover problem can be found in the current state-of-the-art FPT algorithms (see [BFR98, DFS99, CKJ99, NR99b, Ste99]). The basic schema of this
method of FPT algorithm design is that reduction rules are applied until an
irreducible instance (G , k  ) is obtained. At this point in the FPT algorithm, a
Kernelization Lemma is invoked to decide all those instances where the reduced
instance G is larger than g(k  ) for some function g. For example, in the cases
of Vertex Cover and Planar Dominating Set, if a reduced graph is large
then (G , k  ) is a no-instance for a suitable linear function g. In the case of Max
Leaf Spanning Tree and Nonblocker, large reduced instances are automatically yes-instances.
3

These natural kernelization algorithms have signiﬁcant applications in the design of
heuristics for hard problems, since they are a reasonable preprocessing step for any
algorithmic attack on an intractable problem [DFS99].
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In ﬁrst phase of our algorithm a set of reduction rules transforms an instance
(G, k) of Max Leaf Spanning Tree to another instance (G , k  ) where k  ≤ k
and |G | ≤ 5.75k. By exploring all k-subsets of the problem kernel G , this
immediately implies an FPT algorithm with running time O(n + k25.75k ) =
O(n+k(33.1)k ). But we will do substantially better than that, namely we present
an algorithm running in time O(n + (k + 1)(14.23)k ).
Our algorithm has three phases:
Phase 1: Reduction to a problem kernel of size 5.75k.
Phase 2: The introduction of catalytic vertices.
Phase 3: A search tree based on catalytic branching (section 2.2) and coordinatized reduction (section 2.1).
Our algorithm is actually based on a slight variation on Max Leaf Spanning
Tree deﬁned as follows.
Catalytic Max Leaf Spanning Tree
Input: A graph G = (V, E) with a distinguished catalytic vertex t ∈ V , k ∈ Z + .
Parameter: k
Question: Does G have a spanning tree T having at least k leaves, such that t
is an internal vertex of T ?
In the following subsection we prove that this variant of the originl problem has
a kernel of size 5.75k. Because the reduction rules used are almost identical to
the reduction rules used in the proof that Max Leaf Spanning Tree has a
kernel of size 5.75k, we will concentrate on the kernelization of Catalytic Max
Leaf Spanning Tree only.
2.1

The Kernelization Lemma and the Method of Coordinatized
Kernels

How does one proceed to discover an adequate set of reduction rules, or elucidate
(and prove) a bounding function g(k) that insures for instances larger than this
bound, that the question can be answered simply?
The technique of coordinatized kernels is aimed at these diﬃculties, and we
will illustrate it by example with the Max Leaf Spanning Tree problem. We
seek a Lemma of the following form:
Lemma 1. If (G = (V, E), k) is a reduced instance of Catalytic Max Leaf
Spanning Tree with catalytic vertex t ∈ V , and G has more than g(k) vertices,
then (G, k) with catalytic vertex t is a yes-instance.
Proof. Suppose that:
(1) G has more than g(k) vertices. (We will eventually determine g(k), cf. page
247.)
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(2) G is connected and reduced. (As we make the argument, we will see how to
deﬁne the reduction rules.)
(3) G is a yes-instance for k, witnessed by a subtree T (with t internal; not
necessarily spanning) having k leaves.
(4) G is a no-instance for k + 1.
(5) Among all such G satisfying (1-4), the witnessing tree T has a minimum
possible number of vertices.

(6) Among all such G and T satisfying (1-5), the quantity l∈L d(t, l) is minimized, where L is the set of leaves of T and d(t, l) is the distance in T to
the root vertex t.
Then we argue for a contradiction.
Comment. The point of all this is to set up a framework for argument that will
allow us to see what reduction rules are needed, and what g(k) can be achieved.
In essence we are setting up a (possibly elaborate, in the spirit of extremal
graph theory) argument by minimum counterexample — and using this as a
discovery process for the FPT algorithm design. Condition (3) gives us a way of
“coordinatizing” the situation by giving us the structure of a solution to refer
to (how this is used will become clear as we proceed).
Since G is connected, any tree subgraph T of G with k leaves extends to a
spanning tree with k leaves. This witnessing subgraph given by condition (3)
is minimized by condition (5). Refer to the vertices of V − T as outsiders. The
following claims are easily established. The ﬁrst ﬁve claims are enforced by condition (4).
Claim
Claim
Claim
Claim
Claim

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

No outsider is adjacent to an internal vertex of T .
No leaf of T can be adjacent to two outsiders.
No outsider has three or more outsider neighbors.
No outsider with 2 outsider neighbors is connected to a leaf of T .
The graph induced by the outsider vertices has no cycles.

It follows from Claims (1-5) that the subgraph induced by the outsiders consists
of a collection of paths, where the internal vertices of the paths have degree 2 in
G. Since we are ultimately attempting to bound the size of G, this suggests (as
a discovery process) the following reduction rule for kernelization.
Kernelization Rule 1: If (G, k) has two adjacent vertices u and v of degree 2,
neither of which is the catalyst t, then:
(Rule 1.1) If uv is a bridge, then contract uv to obtain G and let k  = k.
(Rule 1.2) If uv is not a bridge, then delete the edge uv to obtain G and
let k  = k.
The soundness of this reduction rule is not completely obvious, although not
diﬃcult. Having now partly clariﬁed condition (2), we can continue the argument.
The components of the subgraph induced by the outsiders must consist of paths
having either 1,2 or 3 vertices.
The ﬁrst possibility leads to another reduction rule which eliminates pendant
vertices. This leads to a situation where the only possibilities for a component
C of the outsider graph are:
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1. The component C consists of a single vertex and C has at least 2 leaf neighbors in T .
2. The component C consists of two vertices, and C has at least 3 leaf neighbors
in T .
3. The component C has three vertices, and has at least four leaf neighbors in
T.
The weakest of the population ratios for our purposes in bounding the kernel
size is given by case (3). We can conclude, using Claim 2, that the number of
outsiders is bounded by 3k/4.
The next step is to study the tree T . Since it has k leaves it has at most k − 2
branch vertices. Using conditions (5) and (6), it is not hard to see that:
1. Any path in T between a leaf and its parental branch vertex has no subdivisions.
2. Any other path in T between branch vertices has at most 3 subdivisions
(with respect to T ).
Consequently T has at most 5k vertices, unless there is a contradiction. This
yields our g(k) of 5.75k. We believe that this bound can be improved by a more
detailed structural analysis in this same framework.
2.2

Catalytic Reduction in Search Tree Branching

The catalytic branching technique is described as follows. Let c = 5.75 for convenience. Assume that any instance G for parameter k can be reduced in linear
time to an instance G of size at most ck. Suppose we are considering an instance
(G, k) with catalytic vertex t. We can assume that G is connected. Consider a
neighbor u of t in G.
Catalytic Branching. We have the following basic branching procedure: (G, k)
with catalytic vertex t is a yes-instance if and only if one of the following two
branch instances is a yes-instance. The ﬁrst branch is developed on the assumption that u is also an internal vertex of a k-leaf spanning tree T (for which t is
internal). The second branch is developed on the assumption that u is a leaf for
such a tree T .
First Branch: Here we have (G , k), where G is obtained from G by contracting
the edge between t and u. The resulting combined vertex is the catalytic vertex
for G .
Second Branch: Here we begin with (G , k − 1), where G is obtained by deleting
u. But now, since the parameter has been decreased, we may re-kernelize so that
the resulting graph has size at most c(k − 1). Depending on the size of G , the
size of the instance that we reduce to on this branch is somewhere between n − 1
and n − c − 1, when G has size n, in the worst case.
The key to the eﬃciency of this technique is in the re-kernelization on the
second branch. Because the amount of re-kernelization varies, this leads to a
somewhat complicated recurrence. Our bound on the running time is based on
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a simpler recurrence that provides an upper bound that is probably not particularly tight.
We have thus described Phase 3 of our algorithm. We must still describe Phase 2.
Introducing Catalytic Vertices. A simple way to accomplish this task is to
simply choose a set of k+1 vertices in G. If (G, k) is a yes-instance for Max Leaf
Spanning Tree then one of these vertices can be assumed to be an internal
vertex of a solution k-leaf spanning tree. The k+1 branches must all be explored.
2.3

Analysis of the Running Time

We deﬁne an abstract value v(n, k) for a node (G, k) in the search tree, where
G is a graph on n vertices. Choosing an appropriate abstract weighting w (by
computational experiment) for the parameter k, in order to capture some of the
information about the eﬃciency of catalytic branching, we deﬁne v(n, k) = 8k+n
(that is, w = 8 seems to work best for our current kernelization bound). Our
kernelization bound of n ≤ 5.75k means that we require an upper bound on
the size of a search tree with root value v(n, k) of at most 13.75k. The catalytic
branching gives the recurrence
f (v) ≤ f (v − 1) + f (v − 9)
which yields a positive real root of α = 1.2132. Evaluating αv at v = 13.75k,
and noting that the nodes of the search tree require O(k) time to process, we
immediately obtain a parameter function of k(14.23)k (for each of the k + 1
search trees initiated in Phase 2 by the introduction of a catalytic vertex). By
the speedup technique of Niedermeier and Rossmanith [NR00a], we get a running
time of O(n + (k + 1)(14.23)k ) for our algorithm.

3

Catalytic Branching as General FPT Technique

The catalytic branching strategy can easily be adapted to a number of other
FPT problems. The following are some sketches of further applications. (Note,
however, that to make use of catalytic branching, it is ﬁrst necessary to prove a
kernelization procedure that respects the presence of a catalytic vertex.)
Example 1 (Feedback Vertex Set for Undirected Graphs). The catalytic vertex t is required not to be in the feedback vertex set. If the neighbor
u is also not in the feedback vertex set, then the edge tu can be contracted. If
u is in the fvs, then (G , k  ) is obtained by deleting u, setting k  = k − 1 and
re-kernelizing.
Example 2 (Planar Dominating Set). The catalytic vertex t is required to
belong to the dominating set. If the neighbor u is not in the dominating set
then it can be deleted (ﬁrst branch). On the second branch, the edge tu can be
contracted, and the resulting graph can be re-kernelized for k − 1.
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Example 3 (Edge Dominating Set). (The FPT algorithms for Matrix Domination are currently based on a reduction to this problem.) Very similar to
Example 2.
Example 4 (Nonblocker (Also called enclaveless sets [HHS98]). The parametric dual of Minimum Dominating Set.)
Input: A graph G = (V, E) where |V | = n and a positive integer k.
Parameter: k
Question: Does G admit a dominating set of size at most n − k? Equivalently, is
there a set N ⊆ V of size k with the property that for every element x ∈ N ,
there is a neighbor y of x in V − N ?
For this problem, a kernelization respecting a catalytic vertex is known. We
require that the catalytic vertex t be a member of V − N . On the ﬁrst branch
of the search tree, we can contract tu if the neighbor u of t is also in V − N . On
the second branch, we delete u and re-kernelize for k − 1. The detailed algorithm
is going to be published elsewehere [FMRS00].
Catalytic branching is a general idea that might be applied in other settings
besides graph problems — what it really amounts to is a search tree branching
method based on retaining a small amount of partial information about potential
solutions.

4

Concluding Remarks

How does one evaluate the goodness of an FPT algorithm? Since every problem in FPT can be solved in time f (k) + nc where c is a ﬁxed constant (usually
c ≤ 3), and there are no hidden constants, we can measure the success of an FPT
algorithm by its klam value, deﬁned to be the maximum k such that the parameter function f (k) for the algorithm (where c ≤ 3) is bounded by some universal
limit U on the number of basic operations any computation in our practical
universe can perform. We will (perhaps too optimistically) take U = 1020 . This
might appear a bit strange at ﬁrst, but parameterized complexity in many ways
represents a welding of engineering sensibilities (with the attendant sensitivity
to particular ﬁnite ranges of magnitudes), and mathematical complexity analysis. Engineers have never been too keen on asymptotic analysis for practical
situations.
Max Leaf Spanning Tree was ﬁrst observed to be in FPT nonconstructively via the Robertson-Seymour graph minors machinery by Fellows and Langston [FL88]. This approach had a klam value of zero! Bodlaender subsequently
gave a constructive FPT algorithm based on depth-ﬁrst search methods with a
parameter function of around 17k 4 ! which has a klam value of 1 [Bod89]. This
was improved by Downey and Fellows [DF95a, DF98] to f (k) = (2k)4k which
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has a klam value of 5. Our algorithm here has a klam value of 16, according to
our current analysis, which is probably not very tight.4
At this point in time, there are many examples of trajectories of this sort
in the design of FPT algorithms. Vertex Cover is another classic example of
such a trajectory of (eventually) striking improvements (see [DF98]). What these
algorithm design trajectories really show is that we are still discovering the basic
elements, tricks and habits of mind required to devise eﬃcient FPT algorithms.
It is a new game and it is a rich game. After many rounds of improvements the
best known algorithm for Vertex Cover runs in time O((1.27)k + n) [CKJ99]
and has a klam value of 192. Will Max Leaf Spanning Tree admit klam
values of more than 50? How much more improvement is possible? Can any
plausible mathematical limits to such improvements be established?
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